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Influence of Pile Driving on the Sounding Résistances in a Deep 
Sand Layer

Influence du Battage de Pieux sur les Résistances de Pénétration dans la Couche Profonde du 
Sable

by Ir. G. P lan tem a , C hief Engineer, and C. A. N o le t ,  Engineer, o f  the Soil M echanics Section, Public W orks Depart
m ent, Rotterdam , Netherlands

Summary

Tests have been carried out with a hollow foundation pile to 
determine the influence of pile driving on the sounding résistances in 
a deep sand layer.

Soundings were made before the test pile was driven and these 
were followed by further soundings immediately under and around 
the pile point after the test pile had been driven to various depths.

The investigation has shown that pile driving has the effect of 
considerably increasing the sounding résistances under the pile point.

To design a pile foundation, especially in the deep sand layer, 
a sounding can be made with a cone pénétration apparatus: 
that is to say, a cone of a sectional area of 10 cm2 is pressed into

Pile in driving position Pile in sounding position

Fig. 1 Diagram of test equipment
Schéma de l’équipement d’essai

the sand layer and the résistances of this cone at various depths 
are measured. The relation between depth and the sounding 
résistance, plotted in a diagram, will be an indication of the 
bearing capacity and the length of the pile.

Sommaire

Pour déterminer l'influence du battage de pieux sur les résistances 
de pénétration dans la couche profonde de sable, des essais furent 
effectués avec un pieu creux.

Avant de commencer le battage, des sondages furent effectués. 
Après le battage du pieu jusqu’à des profondeurs variées, de nouveaux 
sondages furent réalisés, exactement sous la pointe du pieu et autour 
du pieu.

Les essais ont prouvé que le battage de pieux produit généralement 
une augmentation considérable des résistances de pénétration.

However, the question arises as to what degree the sounding 
résistance, and hence the bearing capacity of the sand layer, can 
be altered when a pile is driven into it. To get an insight into

Fig. 2 Test equipment
Équipement d’essai
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this problem several tests were performed, measuring the sound- 
ing résistances under and beside the toe before, as well as after, 
driving a pile into the deep sand layer.

Test Equipment

The test equipment is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. 
The test pile is provided with a Steel tube A, ending at its lower

(without the cone) is.replaced and the sounding tubes F  are 
pushed down.

Further a sounding device, consisting of a jack with a stroke 

of 1 -00 m, is placed on top of the pile and anchored to it. For 

the workmen a platform is placed on the top of the pile. A 

photo of the test equipment is given in Fig. 2.
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M
Pile I  and U

Pile driving Soundings to a 
to a level I level I* 1-0

Pile driving Soundings to a level 
to a level 1*10 1*2-0

Fig. 3 Location of soundings and sequence of opérations 

Emplacement des sondages et la suite des travaux

end in a conical part B and at its upper end in a cylindrical piece 

C with an internai thread.
To prevent soil from entering during the driving of the pile 

the tube A can be closed by a cone D, extended upwards by a 

tube E. By means of a screw in the piece C the cone is pressed 

downwards into the conical part B.

After driving the pile to a certain depth the tube E  with the 

cone is removed ; thus it is possible to make a sounding through 

the hole in the pile. For that purpose the centering tube E

Pile n i and WL

Dimensions in cm 

Fig. 4 Pile types

Types de pieux

Performance of the Test

Before driving is started five soundings are made ; one sound
ing exactly at the position of the test pile and four soundings at 
a radius of 1 -00 m around it (Fig. 3). After driving the pile to 

a certain depth into the deep sand layer, new soundings are 

made to a level of about 1 -00 m below the pile-toe ; one sound
ing through the pile, the others at a distance of about 40 cm 

from the original soundings.
Then the pile is driven 1 -00 m deeper and again soundings 

are made to about 1 -00 m below the new pile-toe level. The

Sounding résistance kg/cm2

Résultats de pieu I
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Résultats de pieu II
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Fig. 7 Results of piles III-VII

Résultats des pieux III-VII

opérations are repeated until the pile has reached the desired 

depth. In détail the sequence o f the opérations is shown in 

Fig. 3.
The new peripheral soundings are made with the normal 

transportable equipment (see Fig. 2) and for each o f these 

soundings the tubes remain in the soil.
As regards the distance of 40 cm between two soundings, 

previous tests had proved that at this distance one sounding 

had no influence on the results o f the other.

Test Results
Seven tests were made with three types of pre-cast concrete 

bulb piles (Fig. 4). The results o f piles I and II are given in 

full; for the piles III-VII only the results o f the measurements 

below the toe are given.
Results o f  pile I—The results are given in Fig. 5. The previous 

boring, made at a distance of 8-00 m from the test pile, shows 

that the deep sand layer consists o f a layer o f fine sand from 

— 15-15 down to — 18-45 N.A.P., which overlies a thick layer
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of medium sand. Further, the boring shows that down to a 

level of — 25-00 N.A.P. there are no layers of clay or peat in 

the sand.
From the results o f soundings Nos. 1-5 the conclusion can 

be drawn that also at the position of the test pile no clay or peat 
layers are found in the sand (cone résistance not less than 

10 kg/cm2).
Both the fine and medium sands are quite firm, having sone 

résistances of 100 kg/cm2 or greater. Only at levels of about 
— 17-50 and — 20-00 are there found thin soft sand layers with 

considerably smaller cone résistances.
A comparison of soundings Nos. 1 and la  shows that the 

résistances down to 1 -00 m below the pile-toe are 1 -5 to 2 times, 
and in the soft layers about 5 times, greater than the original 
ones. Furthermore it can be stated that at a depth of 2-5 m 

below the ultimate pile-toe level (— 21 -09 N.A.P.) the new cone 

résistance equals the original value.
By studying the results o f the soundings beside the pile the 

conclusion can be drawn that at a distance of 1 -00 m the sound
ing résistance in général is slightly increased. However, in the 

soft sand layers at about — 17-50 and — 20-00, the influence 

of driving is clearly observable.
Comparing, for instance, soundings Nos. 5 and 5a, it may 

be noted that from a level o f — 15-50 to about — 17-00 the 
cone résistances are decreased, but from — 17-00 down to a 

depth — 19-00 (1-00 m below pile-toe) they are increased.

This clear decrease, which occurred sometimes above the pile- 
toe, is probably due to the form of the pile, permitting a loosen- 
ing of the sand above the bulb.

Results o f  pile / / —The results of püe II (Fig. 6) are similar to 

those of pile I. Below the pile the cone résistances are in
creased considerably; around the pile a very clear increase in 

the soft sand-layer from about — 20-00 to — 22-00 m is found. 
The original soundings Nos. 1 to 5 show that at the position 

of pile II no clay or peat layers are found in the deep sand.
Results o f  piles III- VII—The results of the measurements 

below the pile-toes are given in Fig. 7. From the results it can 

be concluded that the cone résistances below the pile-toes are 

considerably increased. Only below pile IV was the measured 
increase small.

Conclusion

Recapitulating, it can be stated that in conséquence of the 

pile driving the cone résistances below the pile-toe increase 

considerably. This can be caused both by an over-pressure 

of the driven püe and by a compaction of the sand.
The generally very considérable increase of the cone résist

ances in soft sand layers is of great importance in the détermina
tion of the pile-toe level.

Around the pile at a distance of 1 -00 m the influence of the 

pile driving is less marked.
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